Introduction
In recent years ， MIMO （ Multiple-input Multiple-output ） radar has gotten considerable attention [1, 2, 3] . It extends signal channel through virtual array formed by multiple transmit array and receiving array. MIMO radar could achieve space diversity and waveform diversity.
Many artificial signals, as well as natural signals, have cyclostationary characters in real environment like television signal, communication signal and radar signal [4] . Cyclostationary theory has become a hot research topic. In recent years, people start to applying the space-time characteristic of signal to radar angle estimation and presented algorithms like Cyclic MUSIC、Cyclic ESPRIT and CLS, which can be called generally by Cyclic-SSF algorithm. And it is superior to the former spatial spectrum method in aspects like signal selectivity, overload capacity and signal detection, etc. In reference [5] , Cyclic-MUSIC algorithm was used to improve DOA estimation accuracy of MIMO radar; Reference [6] made use of cyclostationary characters of signal and ESPRIT algorithm to estimate DOD-DOA of bistatic MIMO radar. However, the premise of these algorithms is that the signal is a narrow band signal; for broadband signal, it will produce a much larger estimation error, though broadband signal can carry more information compared to narrow band signal and therefore is used widely in signal detection, parameter estimation, target tracking, etc [7] . For broadband signal, each frequency corresponds to different steering vectors and further on, different signal subspace, while cyclic autocorrelation function retain phase information. Xu et al. used this character and proposed SC-SSF for broadband signal DOA estimation [8] . Reference [9] constructed cyclostationary correlation matrix and conjugate cyclostationary correlation matrix at the same time, then combined regular MUSIC to estimate the DOA of MIMO radar.
In this contribution, we will focus on angel estimation of bistatic MIMO radar by broadband cyclostationary signal and present an algorithm which restrains Gaussian noise as well as interference from different frequencies effectively. We will start by giving a brief introduction to cyclostationary signal, then analyze bistatic MIMO radar model and calculate the circular correlation matrix of received signal, finally estimate angel by MUSIC algorithm and conduct simulation of the algorithm.
Basic Concepts of Cyclostationarity Signals
A process of which statistical properties change periodically or cyclostationarily is called cyclostationary process. For a signal ( ) s t , if its first-order and second-order statistical properties show a certain pattern during a period of time, then it can be called generalized cyclostationary signal [10] . That is: 
Where is the notation of getting the average of all time, 
Signal Model and Angle Estimation
Consider a centralized bistatic MIMO radar system shown in Fig. 1 , with an M-element transmit array and an N-element receiving array. Both of them are uniform linear arrays (ULAs) and all the elements are omnidirectional. The distance between the antenna elements in transmit array and receiving array are noted by t d and r d . Each of the transmit elements transmits orthogonal waveforms with the same carrier frequency and the same bandwidth at the same time, which
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Assume that there are a number of D uncorrelated distal point targets at space. And the position of the th
where the k θ denotes the direction of departure（DOD） and the k ϕ denotes the direction of arrival （DOA） of the signal with respect to the th k target. 
Due to the better performance that cyclostationary signal possesses at the parameter estimation, it not only can restrain Gauss noise, but also resist interference. Thus it is used in the autocorrelation matrix's construction of the signal. According to the definition of the cyclostationary function, the cyclostationary function between the th p receiving element and the th q receiving element could be shown as: 
So, the formula Eq.5 can be rewritten as: 
When there are D targets with complex random variables ( ) 
Then, we obtain the cyclostationary function as: 
The cyclostationary function we obtained from Eq.10 is independent of the signal bandwidth. Therefore, it is suitable for both narrowband and broadband signals. The information of DOD and DOA of the signals is contained in the cyclostationary function, thus we can construct a N N × matrix 
Using the singular value decomposition (SVD) on the cyclic autocorrelation matrix ( ) R α we can obtain the signal subspace S U α and noise subspace N U α .According to the MUSIC algorithm we can get the DOD and DOA of the signals.
Based on the analysis above, the algorithm can be concluded in the following steps:
Step 1: Calculate the cyclostationary function
Step 2: Construct the matrix Step 3: Correct Step 4:
Compute the singular value decomposition (SVD) of ( ) R α and obtain the signal subspace S U α and noise subspace N U α .
Step 5:
Obtain the DOD and DOA by MUSIC algorithm.
Experiment Simulation
To verify the algorithm, we conduct some experiments in the mixed environment of additive Gauss colored noise with a signal-to-noise ratio(SNR)of 5dB and an 5dB interference signal, of which cycle frequency differs from that of transmit signals. Fig. 2 shows the spectrum of the estimated DOD and DOA of the targets. Fig. 3 shows the accurate estimation of the DOD and DOA. The estimated DOD and DOA is highly in accordance with the true value, thus we can prove the algorithm is of good performance. Fig. 2 The spectrum of the estimated DOD and DOA of the targets Fig. 3 The accurate estimation of the DOD and DOA Trial 2: Verification on the performance of the algorithm. Compared with the traditional MUSIC algorithm, we use the root mean squared errors (RMSE) to reflect the performance of the algorithm. Due to the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of signal influences the performance of the algorithm directly, we will observe the changing of RMSE under different SNR. According to the definition of the RMSE, we obtain its expression as follows referring to the reference [6] 
Summary
The algorithm we presented canrestrainGaussian noise as well as interference from different frequencies effectively, which achieves DOD/DOA estimation and increases resolution ratio. The disadvantage is that we have to obtain cycle frequency of the signal precisely for that it directly affects estimation precision, so this algorithmcan only be used for active radar.
